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1: Project MUSE - Stan and Ollie: The Roots of Comedy: The Double Life of Laurel and Hardy (review)
In Stan and Ollie: The Roots of Comedy: The Double Life of Laurel and Hardy, Louvish has seamlessly woven tireless
and thorough research into an authoritative biography of these two important and influential Hollywood pioneers.

Apr 03, Scott rated it it was amazing Great biography of the funniest comedy team of all time. After I
withstood the incredible pretension of its opening chapter analyzing the creation of comedy, I found a lively
and detailed history of Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy as individuals and as a team. Learning about them as
people, I had a more thorough understanding of their relationship as a comedy team as the book went on. The
author includes the tabloid stories of their lives but makes sure to preface each of those tidbits with a note that
it may have been an exaggeration by the source. Very responsible of him! Funny, I came to this to learn the
story of my favorite comedy team and I instead came out of it learning the story of two talented human beings.
However, I find his writing style "non-linear" is the gentlest way to describe it very annoying. Also, the author
spent about 2 paragraphs pondering the homoerotic undertones and subcontext of Stan and Ollie sharing a bed
in "Laughing Gravy" one of their The amount of work the author did to pull together filmographies and
biographies was astounding. Also, the author spent about 2 paragraphs pondering the homoerotic undertones
and subcontext of Stan and Ollie sharing a bed in "Laughing Gravy" one of their short films. I got news for ya,
buddy. Overall - a 2 star book. Inevitably, as clowns do, they had somewhat sad personal lives - Babe was
married to an alcoholic and Stan was married to several off-screen versions of the harridan wives he would be
running away from on screen for many years. A fine mess, They have gotten us into, indeed! Basically, this
book contains enough information about the comedy duo to make your head double-take like the famous Stan
Laurel variety. Some of it is intensely interesting, while other parts are so dull full of dates, times, nondescript
names, etc. As a result, I skipped around in the text a bit, with these topics being my personal highlights:
Whereas Stan grew up in England and was vaudeville through-and-through, Ollie was a product of the deep
south and lived his early years as essentially a fat kid who loved movies. As they grew older and eventually
were paired together, Stan was clearly the comedic brains behind the operation planning out all the shorts ,
while Ollie was the imposing physical presence. All in all, author Simon Louvish has certainly done his
homework regarding the unstoppable comedy team. I have a feeling I could read ten more books on the
subject and not be surprised by a whole lot. It is, without a doubt, quite dull and plodding at certain points, but
the amount of information is staggering. It is interesting to learn more about Laurel and Hardy. I was in the
library and thought what biography would be interesting. I always enjoyed watching Laurel and Hardy movies
in 1st grade I had a teacher that would show all the shorts on reel film. Surprisingly, I found this book. It was
fascinating learning about their early years and interesting to learn how they dealt with fame and stardom. The
book goes into far too much detail about specific movie scenes.
2: STAN & OLLIE THE ROOTS OF COMEDY : Free Download, Borrow, and Streaming : Internet Archive
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy have remained, from to the present day, the screen's most famous and popular comedy
double act, celebrated by legions of fans.
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Stan and Ollie: the Roots of Comedy: The Double Life of Laurel and Hardy by Simon Louvish Stan Laurel and Oliver
Hardy have remained, from to the present day, the screen's most famous and popular comedy double act, celebrated by
legions of fans.
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double act, celebrated by legions of fans. But despite many books about their films and individual lives, there has never
been a fully researched, definitive narrative biography of the duo, from birth to death.

5: STAN AND OLLIE: THE ROOTS OF COMEDY by Simon Louvish | Kirkus Reviews
Louvish has written a biography of Laurel and Hardy that brims with affection and still preserves an honest, unbiased
view of their creativity and personal traumas. He presents a fully rounded, wel.
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